Scouts NI - Virtual Scouting Guidance

Virtual Sessions
Guidance & Activity Ideas for
Weekly Virtual Meetings

Scouts@Home
Below are some ideas that you may wish to incorporate into your weekly meetings:
Logo Quiz - Use the screen share function to share the logo pictures. Run the activity
as per Power Point Presentation, sharing the answers afterwards. Then why not try
out another quiz for future meetings?
The Last Word - Nominate two players to go head to head in this fast paced thinking
game. Set a topic (trees, car types, Disney characters etc.) And each player has to
take turns in naming an item from the topic. You are not allowed to repeat a word,
use a word that is off topic nor are you allowed to have a gap longer than 5 seconds.
Each round should last no longer than 45 seconds. The player who says the last word
when the timer goes off is the winner. This game can be played as a tam with alternate turns.
Higher or Lower - This simple game can be played using a variety of subjects. You
could go higher or lower to the value of items e.g. a car then a postage stamp?
Guessing a persons age, using playing cards or perhaps the height of some famous
buildings. The simplest way to play this game is with a set of playing cards that you
hold up to the screen. You could get two Scouts to ‘game off’ against each other, with
the winner staying on or for large groups ‘honesty’ judge at home .
Spot the Difference - Arrange for all the leaders joining the meeting to think about a
couple of things they could change in their appearance or in the background. One at a
time they should ‘Stop Video’ for a few seconds, make the change and then ‘Start
Video’ again. The group should then try and spot the difference. This will work well
across all age groups by varying the difficulty.
Prime Minister for a Day - Get the group to pitch one idea each, if they were to become Prime Minister for the day. Once everyone has had their go, debate who had
the best idea and at the end get everyone to vote for their new Prime Minister.
Observation Game—Show the group a picture or video then take it away. Ask the
group a series of questions to see whose got the best
observation skills. You could do multiple rounds.

